Mission Statement -

To enable our customers to offer their clients products that enhance the value of the services they provide and ensure superior structural integrity is maintained when incorporated into project design.
**Tribute Precast Systems**

**Our History**

The company started in 1939 to manufacture concrete burial vaults. The first production facility was located in the Freeport, Illinois area to serve cemeteries throughout the central portion of the state.

Tribute became a customer of the company in the early 1980’s and acquired ownership in 1983. Soon thereafter, Tribute expanded geographic coverage throughout the Midwest and began introducing new products to benefit its growing list of clients.

The parent company of Tribute Precast Systems was founded in 1973; it provided its cemetery clients sales and marketing assistance, architectural planning services and management consulting. Tribute Precast, along with its sister company, Tribute Design Systems, serve all segments of the Death Care Industry throughout the United States and Canada.

**Our Products and Services**

Tribute Precast is one of the largest independent vault companies in the United States. Products are manufactured and marketed under our own brand names, thus giving our clients a distinct competitive advantage over nationally franchised vendors.

High volume, quality production defines our manufacturing facilities. This efficiency coupled with wholesale distribution allows us to offer a complete line of precast products at substantial cost savings to our clients.

Perhaps our most unique products are the modular precast crypts and cremation niche systems. These products are manufactured under strict quality controlled conditions and shipped to the jobsite ready for installation. General contractors in the local area can easily install these components - thus eliminating the need for special forming supplied only by national mausoleum building companies.

Other items produced in our plants include products oriented to railroad construction projects, septic tanks and specialty items for wall construction, memorial installation and cemetery improvement projects.
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Outer Burial Containers

Tribute offers a complete line of outer burial containers designed to match, or exceed, the quality of those distributed through nationally franchised vendors. The difference is that we manufacture and distribute in quantity - our cemetery client handles painting, decorating and installation. These efficiencies translate to savings for cemetery clients and increased profitability to our clients.

CAMBRIDGE

Our top of the line, metal clad container. The interior of the box and lid are lined with 20 gauge copper. The lid surface features a decorative copper cap, and the box exterior has a dimple finish. The box and lid are interlocking and sealable.

Height w/Lid: 31 ½”  
Interior Width: 30”  
Interior Length: 86”  
Approx. Weight: 2500 Lbs.  
Tribute Product #504

KEYSTONE

Similar in all respects to the Cambridge except the copper features are replaced with stainless steel.

Height w/Lid: 31 ½”  
Interior Width: 30”  
Interior Length: 86”  
Approx. Weight: 2500 Lbs.  
Tribute Product #506

KEYSTONE VETERAN

This picture illustrates how a stainless steel lined vault can be specially decorated for a military veteran funeral.

Height w/Lid: 31 ½”  
Interior Width: 30”  
Interior Length: 86”  
Approx. Weight: 2500 Lbs.  
Tribute Product #506V

KEYSTONE BLUSH

This picture shows a stainless steel lined vault decorated to complement a casket using softer colors.

Height w/Lid: 31 ½”  
Interior Width: 30”  
Interior Length: 86”  
Approx. Weight: 2500 Lbs.  
Tribute Product #506B

WESTMINSTER

The vault interior and lid are lined with plastic which simulates a marble appearance and provides additional protection. The Gothic window design on the lid’s exterior enhances the overall presentation. The ‘marble’ is available in either white finish or black.

Height w/Lid: 31 ½”  
Interior Width: 30”  
Interior Length: 86”  
Approx. Weight: 2150 Lbs.  
Tribute Product #503 & 503B

BRECKENRIDGE

This outer burial container features a simulated wood grain plastic liner on the interior of the vault and its lid. Clients selecting a wood casket will find this unit to be a natural complement.

Height w/Lid: 31 ½”  
Interior Width: 30”  
Interior Length: 86”  
Approx. Weight: 2150 Lbs.  
Tribute Product #502
**BRENTWOOD**
Perhaps our most popular lined outer burial container, this vault incorporates a seamless polystyrene liner in the body of the vault and lid. The arched lid interlocks with the base to enhance both beauty and protection features.

**MARK III**
This container was initially designed to be preinstalled when purchased on a preneed basis. The lid and base interlock with a tongue and groove seal while the interior and exterior are textured for added protection.

**MENDOTA**
The Mendota mirrors the Mark III in terms of construction with the exception, that it has no textured finish.

**BELFORD**
This bell-shaped unit is designed for the lid to be placed over the casket to rest on a flat concrete base. The unique design provides protection from the elements at a low price.

**MIDLAND**
The flat lid of this outer burial container is steel reinforced and weighs over 700 lbs for added strength.

**TRADITION**
The Tradition vault is constructed without a bottom to allow the casket to come in full contact with the Earth. This unique container provides the benefit of a burial vault while respecting the teachings of certain faiths and personal beliefs.

**ABBEBY**
The Abbey is a premium vault designed for interment of cremated remains. Its design is complimented by the use of a liner for added strength and protection which are available in the same styles as our full-size containers.

### NONSTANDARD OUTER BURIAL CONTAINERS - Tribune also offers the following midsize, oversize, infant, pet and youth size vaults and cremation containers. If you do not see the dimensions you require, please contact us.

- **#202** 30” Grave Box
- **#301** 29” Grave Box
- **#601** Double Depth
- **#602** Double Depth with texture
- **#701** 32” Oversize Vault
- **#702** 36” Oversize Vault
- **#703** 38” Oversize Vault
- **#704** Infant 25”x15”
- **#705** Infant 31”x17”
- **#706** Infant 35”x21”
- **#707** Infant 47”x25”
- **#708** Youth 65”x18”
- **#794** Oversize Cremation Vault

### #802 Rectangular Cremation Container
- **Height w/Lid: 18”**
- **Interior Width: 9”x9” at top, 8”x8” at bottom**
- **Interior Height: 14”**
Modular Precast Crypt System

Since introducing our modular system over 20 years ago, over 300,000 Tribute crypts have been installed in mausoleums throughout the United States and Canada. Our system has been incorporated into interior-only mausoleums, garden buildings, as well as single and multiple story facilities.

Some of the reasons for the overwhelming acceptance of the Tribute system include:

Superior Ventilation Capabilities...
Crypt chambers are vented with an active, air exchange system thus helping to ensure a successful entombment process and minimal future maintenance.

Structure Integrity...
Precast units are manufactured in our plants under strict, quality control conditions. Concrete is cured on special pads to ensure maximum strength is achieved before delivery to your site - our standard of 5000psi in 28 days is typically 1500psi higher than most poured-in-place systems.

Flexible Design...
Standard units allow for nearly any crypt configuration - single, end to end companion, side by side companion as well as single and companion couch. Special crypt units allow the design to incorporate oversize arrangements and radius designed buildings. Our system has also been engineered to be used with Westminster style crypts and is capable of being erected 28 crypts high!

Ease of Installation...
Since crypt units are poured and cured in our plants, they are ready to install onsite when they arrive; this reduces construction time in your cemetery and minimizes wear and tear on your roadways.

In addition to providing an installation manual and training, Tribute will provide onsite assistance when requested. This approach to project development enables local contractors to install our system.
Precast Columbarium Niches

Tribute offers a wide variety of niche styles to enable creative columbarium design and versatility. Single niches of varying size are available to accommodate urns having increased capacity. Side by side and double depth niches are available and satisfy the cemetery client who demands a true companion-style arrangement.

Our niches can be incorporated with multiple stone hanger systems...including concealed and rosette. Tribute even provides closure panels that are printed with the cemetery name and logo.
**Lawn Crypts**

**Single and Double Depth Lawn Crypts**

The Tribute lawn crypt system is available in single and double depth units which are compatible in style and structural qualities. Units may or may not be exterior coated - depending on client specifications.

Special features found in our lawn crypt system include:

- Lids are flat - this reducing time of excavation when entombments are made.
- Lid construction incorporates steel rebar for superior strength
- Lids include both stainless steel lifting hooks and cable grooves at each corner.
- Double depth unit comes with one piece inner shelf which rests on a built-in channel - this insures a close fit and eliminates the need for inserting separate pins at time of placement.

Tribute's architectural department can design your entire lawn crypt garden and will prepare detailed maps for sales presentations and inventory control. Cost estimates and construction proposals for the entire installation are available upon request.
Cemetry Accessories

Memorial Bases, Section Markers, Vase Bases, Bench and Scroll Foundations
Splash Blocks | Parking Stops | Transformer Bases
Wall Blocks | Trash Receptacles | Hose Bibs | Vent Screens | Casket Trays

Concrete Memorial Bases
Precast concrete bases are designed to be attached to bronze memorials supplied by most manufacturers. Our bases can be ordered with or without a 2” exposed border. The exposed border base features a smooth finish and beveled edge which helps reduce chipping and mower damage. Bases are also available for vase assemblies, benches, corner markers and transformer pads.

Please call for a complete list of bases available...if we don’t have it, we will custom manufacture for your application.

Column Finials & Section Identification Bollards
These finishing design elements can enhance the appearance of your cemetery and provide useful identification throughout the property.

Hose Bib Assemblies
Protect your water systems with Tribute’s hose bib assembly. The exposed aggregate concrete assembly hides and protects irrigation piping.

Wall Blocks
Tribute wall blocks can be used in various landscaping projects including: retaining walls, feature areas, and to create landscape material storage areas.

Trash Receptacles & Planters
Heavweight trash receptacles and planters are made for placement in parks and other public settings. Colored concrete and exposed aggregate finish enhance their overall appearance.

Parking Stops
High quality concrete parking stops protect both landscaping and structures surrounding parking areas.

Splash Blocks
Help keep building downspouts in place and direct water runoff.

Mausoleum Accessories

Vent Screens & Caps
Tribute vent screens can be placed in the crypt's ventilation knockouts during installation or prior to making an entombment. The screens are made from durable hard plastic and contain a fine mesh wire cloth to prevent insect infestation within the crypt chamber. Plastic caps are also available to seal the vent until the time of the entombment. Prior to placing the casket in the crypt, the caps are removed to promote air flow around the casket.

Crypt Casket Trays
Tribute can provide the plastic crypt trays that are intended to be placed under the casket at time of entombment. Tribute recommends the use of trays for all entombments.

Entombment Procedures
Recommended entombment procedures are available to all of our mausoleum crypt customers free of charge.

Crypt & Niche Dimensions Sheets
Customized graphic dimension sheets help the cemetery’s clients determine the correct casket or urn size for entombment/inurnment.
**Railroad Construction Products**

**Sampling of Available Products...**

“S-1” SECTIONAL FOUNDATION
for crossing hwy flashers, cable posts, 4” pipe masts and socket bases; furnished with galvanized through bolts, nuts and washers

“S-2” SIGNAL FOUNDATION
for railroad ground signals, cantilever hwy crossing flashers and auto crossing gate installations of any standard length arm; furnished with galvanized through bolts, nuts and washers

“H” HOLLOW FOUNDATIONS

“HD” HEAVY DUTY FOUNDATIONS
sectional design features large heavily reinforced bases and unexposed bolt anchorage. 85% of base area is exposed for vertical earth loading to resist overturning with right angle vertical columns providing max resistance to rotation (S-9, S-10)

We invite you to contact us and discuss availability of any precast product or to obtain a price quote for a future project.

262.367.9991 or mail@tributeinc.com
Septics

Septic Tanks and Accessories

Septic tanks and accessories are available to dealers and the public. We offer free delivery within 25 miles of our manufacturing facility. To qualify for dealer prices, resale certificates must be on file with Tribute’s corporate office.

**Access Cover** - 28” diameter with 2” lip and polyethylene baffle

**Distribution Box** - 13 1/2” x 30 1/4” holes: 4 1/4” dia with polylock seals

**1500 Gallon Tank**
67”(W) x 146”(L) x 59”(H)
Inlet 49 1/2” From Bottom

**1000 Gallon Tank**
67”(W) x 97”(L) x 59”(H)
Inlet 49 1/2” From Bottom

**Riser Pipe** - available in 12” and 24” height

**1000 Gallon Tank w/ 500 Gallon Pump Tank**
67”(W) x 146”(L) x 59”(H)
Inlet 49 1/2” From Bottom

**500 Gallon Tank**
67”(W) x 53”(L) x 59”(H)
Inlet 49 1/2” From Bottom